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A first step in the design of' any facility is to find out 

what is needed by the people for whose service it is intended. 

This can be a very complex undertaking. People often don't mean 

what they seem to say to the interviewer. Hidden, often 

subconscious, attitudes can be more s.ignif'icant than the "wants" 

openly ex.pressed. 

Values may prove more significant than present realities. 

Fears, insecurities, have to be weighed against hopes* aspirations. 

Intensity of feeling must be measured against experience, 

knowledge, understanding. The most explicit statement of 

physical requirements may be so weighted with unexpressed 

psychological needs and motivations that it is thoroughly 

misleading. Most people have limited capacity to imagine 

what a new facility could be for them. Their wants are a 

selection of what they feel they would like :from the spectrum 

of what they know about. Those responsible for setting the 

concept and program for a physical facility must cut through 

the surface expressions to the basic motivations and values. 

Businessmen have much to teach us. American corporations 

spend millions of dollars a year learning public attitudes towards 

their products and corporations, and for this have developed 

sophisticated techniques, based largely on the socia1 ·. sciences. 

The "prograrnnier" for an advertising campaign, the inan -1hose 

probing leads to the setting of key concepts, is often the 

Research Director. His approach is useful for many problems 

of architectural scale or larger. 
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The brief p aper f or suggested r eading deals with the 

role of the Research Director, the techniques he uses, and 

suggests the po\1er gained f'rom perceptive use of' his services. 

Those who are interes ted i n further reading in the field are 

invited to brouse through the book by Pierre Martineau. 

Think about the techniques discussed, and how tI:iey can 

be u sed for architectural projects. For instance, what relation 

do these concepts and methods have to an assignment to plan a 

teaching and research hospital, or a university, or a new 

residential or commercial area, or a national research racility -

or even a city . 

And come prepared not only to question, but also to 

challenge. Focus on concepts, both explicit and L~licit. 

Take nothing for granted. 

Gerald Davis 
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WHAT MAKES PEOPLE BUY? 

SECTION I. The Research Director 

What makes people buy? In a nation whose economy depends on masa 

consumption for it& very viability, this question is of paramount 

importance. We as consumers must understand how it is that we come 

to make purchases in the mass market, as a step toward underatanding 

the economy on which our livelihoods depend • 

. ":,fr 

How do you choose which of sever~l competi~lproducts -you will select 
\ 1\:.,. I •• I"" 

for purchase? When an archl.t'e:ci is buying ·a building product, in his 

area oi special competence, he is often abte to make a selection 

rationally, based on his own experienc.e, and on examination or tests of .· 

the manufacturer's samples. Yet even architects have difficulty with 

many detailed aspects of their specifications, and mus_t often guess and 

hope that their choice on behalf 0£ the owner will turn out to be correct. 

But when the architect selects a margarine, or soap, or cigarettes, or 

beer • • • what then? Does he really know which margarine is most 

nutritious? Can he really taste the difference? Does one soap really 

~et one cleaner than another? Is it in t'act easier on one's skin? How 

does one know? One could ask these questions about hundreds of products 

we buy. products that amount in the aggregate to the bulk of the national

consumers I market. 

The market place ia a commercial battleg_round. The supermarket or 

drugstore in which we choose between one competing product and anothe,; 

is the scene of commercial war between competing manufacturers. 

Each manufacturer muet know enough to be able to influence our · selection 

in ia vor 0£ his product • . . and in a world where we often really can't 
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tell the difference between competing products. the manufacturer's 

role is indeed challenging. · · 

The manufacturer needs to know three things before he can compete 

successfully in the American mass market: , 
' \~ 

1) What can he sell • • • what ~ the range of products within his 

manufacturing capacity that con&umers will buy? 

. 2 

Z) What should he make ••• within this ·range of. products, where can 

he compete ~oat efiectively and profitably?· 

3) How can he sell what he .makes •• , what advertising and packagi'ng 

· appeals will be most ·su·ccess!ul. · 

The answers to these questions are gleaned thr_ough. research •• , market 
' I, ; . ~ .· I ' : \ 

re~earch and consume~ research. This research is _conducted _by the 

· Research Director of the corporation. In large companies he is a senio.r 

exec·utive, often with a staff 0£ five or ten or more people working :for 

· him. In a small firm, employing only ):\ few hundred people, the function 
I, ··~:~·-. . 

· · of research director may be a collateral duty of one of- the advertising 

,,_. , '·ot s·alea executives; or else the function may be performed ·on a consulting 

· · basis by/ ~n employee of the firm' a advertising agency. 

The best research· directors seem to come from ba;ckgrounds in the 

social sciences. Many received their first training aa social workers, 

Above all, they understand the · American People. collectively, and as 

individuals. They are sensitive to people. interested in people, and 

. skilled in ·manipulating ·people. · They have a practical grounding in 

applied psychology, · and a solid understanding of statistical probability, 

of sampling techniques, and of related applied mathematical theory. 

They understand the techniques of the salesman, they are skillful in 

evaluating advertising appeals, and usually they have learned a great 

deal about the distribution of power and influence within the corporat 

structure. Above all elae. the Research Director understands the 

American public when it la functioning in th role of consumer. 

' .. ,, 
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For example, he knows how the Western housewife will differ from 

a housewife in New England. He understands the different appeals 

needed to ~e.~ch a suburban housewife. compared to one living in an 

elegant Manh~ttan apartment. He un~~rstands that some appeals, work 

better i~ Los Angele~ than in San Franci~co • • • and visa versa, J,le 

kt;lOWS how to instruct the package designer working on .a box of cookies :·•. I. 

to appeai to housewives • • • and he knows what different appeals are 
...• ,,. ,. ,,•·!rt 

. ' 

needed when selling cookies to children • . 

He ~ow~ that consumers form in their min~s an image of each product 

th~t t~ey ~uy regularly, an image that differs from brand to brand. 

This image is ·the pro~~ction of the qualities they impute to the brand 

and affects the sati.sfaction they receive from using the products of a 

particular . l:>rand. This image is generally . created in the mind of the 

consumer by the packaging and adver~ising, and a ,manufacturer .:.an 
~·'J'j,\; 

often create quite different image.a for. substantially identical products. 

Proctor and Gamble have become past masters at this. Fo~ instance, 
• ,f ► / • ' 

they seek, t,o~· p·resent one 0£ their brands of shortening in the image of 

a professional dietician, while the . other is related ~o t.he image of a .. 

warm robust motherly character, (Crisco V3. Golden Fluf!o). One of 

· their ~oaps is presented .in the image of mother and daughter on a sort 

0£ pedestal of purity 'that exceeds simple wholesomeness, while the 

other is for the woman who thinks of hereelf a, glamorous a~g sophiati• . · 

cated. (Ivory vs. Ca.may)~ · 

. The research director understands the vital role that package design 

plays in the. marketing of a product. · ·He. understands .that in tpe moder~ . 

supe.rmarket the -package itself is the product's only sale·sman. . No 

longer has the housewife the possibility of asking the advice of the store 

_ clerk as he takes her order down from the shelves and piles U on the 

counter for her. Today each product competes directly for the eye, and 

the dollar. of the consumer. The research director understands how 

color can ~onnote deairable qualitiea. aa the way that blue .and ,white, 

·,.,: ,. 
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by implying cleanliness, can help sell toothpaste. A pink wrapping 

for a toilet soap will suggest feminity. Many women buy the ''giant" 

size container of detergent because they feel it must be economical, 

without stopping to compare cost-per-ounce between competing brands. 

And when a housewife is bewildered by several packages from different 

manufacturers, all . screaming for her attention, she wµl often s ·ettle 
'• : !' 

on the one bearing the·'t'rademark of a manufactur~r in whom she has · 

confidence, or whose .;rade-mark suggests confidence. without knowing 

much, . i~ anything, about this particular product. 

The research director must understand how the consumer . :responds to 

subtle hidden emotional pressures and conflicts. , He knows that , for any 

product, the best image_ ~£ a1i is one having the same traits we recognize 

in ourselves. Buick exhibits this pretty directly when it offered this · 

promise to the public: "it makes you .£eel like the man. you are". 

A second technique for subconsc'ious selling is to select an image such . 

that the manufacturer offers with his product, relief from feelings 6£ 

guilt and anxiety. Dr. ·Earnest Dichter of the Institute for Motivational 

Research at .Croton•On•Hudson, New York, put it this way: "one of 

the main jobs of the advertiser on the conflict between pleas.ure and 

greed is not so much to s~ll the product as to give moral permission to 

h~ve fun without guilt". F~r example. for many '!)f us in childhood, 

candy was a reward for being a "good little_ boy" or for being a ''good 

little girl". In recent years, cough drops have enjoyed a boom while 

· candy sales were decreasin_g, Social Research. Jnc. of. Chicago looked 

into the situation as the cough drop people happily sought ways to keep 

the boom going. While the cough drop is essentially medicine, Social 

Research found that in reali~y it has become.for most .of its users, 

a permissible form of candy to satisfy_ their craving for sweets. Social .i 

Research therefore · urged cough drop maker a to hit hard on th_~ pleasant 

taste therrie"'but to do it adroitly. It a.dvised "sweetness s~ould not 'be 

rnention.ed bec~.uae_ it disturb• . the users ratlona_liz_ing•-~hat .t~ey take 



them be.-cause they are preventive or therapeut~c". Perhaps this line 

of thinking is responsible for the interesting words you see now days 

·, · .. on the package of cough drops • . · Smlth Brothers cough drops displays 
. . ' ,, 
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the word 11 honey" in large type in two different places on their ·package, 

While another brand stresses the words ttdelightful tasting". Thus, 

· really, the cough drop manu!acture.rs are aelling . candy in the image of 

medicine. · 

A third technique of subconscious selling is offering t~, aati~fy a hidden · 

. need. Ice cream, fo.r example. should be marketed in voluptuous 

. p~oportions tha_t help take the buyer back to early chil,dhood . days of 

gorging on ice cream. Some lee cream manufacturers have shifted to 

round containers a, a ~esuU of- their research. 

Apparently a good many Americans feel a little uneasy about their sexual 

integretity. Sexual ~eference can build sales. The psychologist on a 

staff o! New York advertising agents . found in a study that the 'beard la 

very important symbolically to men. Vance Packard reports that 

inves'tigators found that for some men, the mere daily action of cutting 

. o"ff the symbo~ of masculinity is a kind of daily castration. Some men 
I 

admitted tha.t they P:t:e spired when they shaved and many complained 
' ' · ·~·: .\ ,_, 

about what a chore and bother it was. In a test survey, however, a 

number of men were asked this hypothetical question: if a cream was · · 

offered for sale at a reasonable price which in three ap_pli.cations would 

rid you of your beard forever so that you would never need to shave 

again, would you buy it? The response was that practically none of the 

men were interested. Only 3% showed any interest in buying such a 

• , : I 

. wonderous p1•oduc:t. One of those few men who did show interest expla.ti·~d · 

"it would be ol~ay because .I have hair on my chest". ·Packagers of razor 

equipment and shaving cream. particularly Gillette. try to put as m~ch 

suggestion of virility and toughness· as possible into their packaging and 

·. advertising. This example is particularly inte.resting · as an example 

· o! the pe:rceptivenees and h1gcmuify 0£ the social scientists now working 

' ' '· : ', ·.' / i/;.}:J;;~ . 
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to make you buy their client's products. 

The ·research director knows that a product must be packaged in a manner 

appropriate to a prospective buyers cl~ss or sex • . Louis Cheskin, 

Director .Color Research Institute, was asked to design two boxes for 

a candy ,maker both b,~Xt,S to ho~_d ,two pounds. , One was to contain 

candy tc;> sell for $1. 95 to lower class clientele· and the other to aell 

for $3. 50 to upper class buye1•s, Mr~ Cheskin concluded that the boxes 

for the $3. 50 candy could be . bought for $. 09 while · boxes for . the $1. 95 

candy .would have· to cost $. 50, . 

The reas.oning behind this. conclusion :was that th~ out.er package mea ns 

a l(!t. to ~h.e person giving th:e $1. 95 box.· He ia not accu.Jtomed to buying 

candy • . The girl r ·ecetv~g the candy is likely to charish the gift and 

perhaps .may wish to save the box. if it ia nice, as a jewelry box. On 

the othe·r hand,. the person buying the $3. 50 candy gives little thought 

to the box, it ie the candy inside that counts. The final box prescribed 

for the expensive candy was 0£ simple cardboard tinted pink and encircled 

with a delicate ribbon. The cheaper candy got a metal box colored 

vermilion with a bright pink ribbon. · (Mr. Cheskin explained, "people 

who are rel:a.tively poor and unschooled tend t~ favor more brillant 

, colors". ) Some corporations who keep their · products sexually in tone 

with possible buyers have in recent years been·putting their products 

through a planned transvestism. Br.ewers tepd to make their six-packs 

that sell in grocery stores· relatively more appealing to women, while 

their draft beer advertising ·. in taverns remains relatively masculine. 

The square labels on gin bottles are being rounded on the corners as 

·,,,•t • •,•: ', \' 

a consequence of realizing that worrren buy a good deal of gin in super• ·:·· ... 

.. i • i , · markets. A classic ·case in the opposite direction, is the shift 0£ 

Marlboro cigarettes· from a lady's brand to a ·rough ma.n' a cigarette. 

Marlboro changed ite package to red and white colors and ·used a tattoo .· 

on· ihe back of a hairy man'a: hand as a recurrent theme in .its adds. 

Coat and excluaivenees ia ~no~he.r appeal that packager• have not forgotten. 



In the automobile field, it can be argued that the body of an American 

car is in fact a package design job since chrome grills and swept 

tail :fins ha.r,dly add to the proper functioning of the product. Lincoln 

Continental now boasts of how expensive it is and how few models it , 

has to offer its purchasers. Among the lower price range great 

attention is paid to the sound of the door alam. A aolid deep thud ia 

regarded as the "big car" sound. 

Psychological obso~escen_ce has been used in automobile industries 

to help create sales_. T~ . thi~• the sharp drop in automobile prices 

at the end of a model year regardless of internal mechanical changes 
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from model to model is mute testimony. On the other hand. the New York 

advertising age.ncy of Volkswagon have capitalized on our growing 

sophistication by using a reverse twist. They advertise that the 

packaging of a Volkswagon alwaye looka the aame (perhaps we are growing 

up) • 

. The package itself may be a simple hypnotic. Color, of course. plays 

a great part as a hypnotic. According to one study item, wrapped in 

red items are most likely to catch the woman' a· eye while items wr~pped v.·, ,::·,:••i 

in blue will appeal to men. It has been suggested that red is so e!fec:tlve 

with women at least in part out of vanity because many of' them .leave · 

their . glasses at home when they go to the atore, and the red packages 

are more noticeable. This only works up to a point. that is, ~iU 

every other package on the shelf is also red. Notice how a ~\llPper of 

cigarette companies have in recent ·years been marketing blue and white 

, and multi• colored package If in lieu of the r _ed-and•white design they 

used to favor a· decade ago. 

The research director helps ·the package designer to avoid any conflict 

: of_ inierest when asked to design packages for several manufacturers 

who compete with each other aelling identical products in the same 

market. At one point, of the eight leadi.ng branda of beer on sale in 

supermarket• in Portland, Oregon, aeven were designed by the firm of 
I 

• j 
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Walter Landor and Associates in San Francisco. In blindfold taste tests, 

half these brands were indistinguishable from each other to the average 
:, 

consumer who at the same time could attribute flavor and quality 

characteristics to each brand when shown the labeled bottles. Clearly 

the consumer ia deceiving himself under the influence of Mr. Landor• a 

subtle artwork. :But behind Mr. Landor stand eight research directors, 

each one feeding to Mr. L,andor a different brand image to be projected. 

When p~oducts are substantially alike, aa they tend to become in any 

mass rn~rket, then each manufacturer is forced to create an imaginary 

difference in the mind 0£ the consumer in favor of his brand • • • and 

his most precious asset le his brand image. to be enhanced, moulded 

and treasured, for it!!. the crystallization of hia product· in the subconacioua 

responses of his ·customer, the consumer. 

Pierre Martineau. in his book Motivation in Advertising, says: "Effective 

selling colllmunicatlon takes place when we cut through the rational. 

superficial aspects of the (consumer's) personality, and get through 

to the real person behind all the masks he has to wear11
• For example. 

"in a study of the new suburban housewife. each woman wa.s askt!d 

to define the ideal housewife. Many of them never mentioned their 

· husbands in their definitions. They idealized themselves as either the 

Mother or the Good Housekeeper, not as the Wife. When asked to state 

the source of their greatest satisfaction, they chose the area of mother• 

hood. They were pleased with themselves for having su~cessfully 

ralsed children, not £or being satisfactory wives to their husbands. 

They saw themselves aa lndividuala, as peraona. · not aa appendage a to 

men.'' 

Now there are hundreds of such studies, each of which throws some 

new light on the Americans who make up our consumer markets. No 

~anufac:turer can know the results of all these studies. so he hires, i£ 

he is ~ise, a Director of-Re,earch, fully qualified and experienced in 
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this vital battlefield of the commercial war that is American business • 

. For, as was discussed earlier, in addition to being a. mine of research 

lo~e, the .typical research director is: a social scientist. a psychologist; 

a statistician: an economist; a salea a~d advertising consultant; and · 

above all. he poasesses to an exceptional ~egree ingenuity, inventiveneaa, 

perceptiveness. and an open mind._ 

I ' 
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SECTION II. The Techniques of Consumer Research 

Given a mass product sold through supermarkets or grocery stores, 

backed by a broad campaign of advertising in all media, how does the 

.· Director of Research go about his work? When a Research Director 

wants to find out about a product. iU consumers, and about the 

competition, he will usually conduct a seriea of surveys at different 

levels. 

His first step •will be to learn the scope of his problem, the range of 

possibl~ answers to the :questions he might reasonably ask. To leaJ:n 
' ~ 1 ' . 

this he will often conduct .a series ol four or five group interviews • 
. \: , 

One group may consist ·of°five or six ela.~'.rly couples, another may be 
~ ;.. 

a .group of housewives interviewed over coffee in mid-morning • . Other 

groups will be sele0,ted to cover the market to which this product will · 

·probably appeal+ __ <?roups are usually invited by a frien~ of tp~_. .. l(?ct'-~: ., 

company, or of th.e. W,red survey .fi:trn, and the interv~ew us~lly · ~kes 

. place in the host's home, oiten in the evening. The Research Director, 

or other intervi'ewe~; 1-s introduced with some cover story which mask_$ 

·the true purpose .. of the _interview a.J\d a tape-recorder is set up_ ,to 

eliminate the need £or laborious note-taking, and .to be sure·'tliat ·no 

significant. comments _are missed. The interview.er is left free to guide 

the discussion through the areas Qf his interest. and the people being 

interviewed (called "respondents" in the jargon of the pro~"'asio~~ soon 

forget the presence of the microphone, and talk freely_. 

After each group session, the Res~arch Director will play the tape ever . 

. four or five times, stU:dyin,r.and analyzing. From the results of this 

caref\11 editing and evaluation. he will prepare the outline fron-i whkh 

he will work. at the 1-ext lntan-1.ew,_ He will liat the areas that he feela 

I ... , 
. I 

,. 
/ 

, . . , 
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fairly confident about, and will plan t_o probe more deeply into subjects 

. which are still fuzzy. · At the end of the fourth or fifth or sixth interview 1 

having listened to fifty or sixty people, he will probably have on tape 

nearly every comment which will later appear in the depth interviews • 

. However, as yet he has no significant indication, beyond his own 

intuition. as to which ol the many things he was told are reaj.ly important 

or ·which can be disregarded in planning the sales and advertising campaign · 

· and the packaging for his employer's product. 

His next step will be to hire interviewers• usually through one of the 

established ·survey house&• to conduct depth interviews. Fifty or 

sixty, and certainly not mor~ than a couple of hundred interview~ will 

probably be sufficient, ii the respondents are carefully selected to give 

a statis'tically balanced sample £or his purposes. From these depth 

interviews, the Director of Research will learn what motivations are 

really important, and what ls Just surface defense mecbanisms, in the 

mind of the consumer. 

The result will not be statistically significant in that weighted values 

· can be given to each statement in the final report·. However, from the 

r·esults of thase interviews will come much of the inspi_ration £or the 

copywriters in the advertising agency. Depth interviews are an efficien~ 

way of giving management a report on what consumers are thinking •. 

and more important,. are feeling. about a product and its competitor&. 

Depth interviews do· not give a etatistical answer as to which opinion ia 

mQre important than another,, but often this is not needed. Research 

does not deliver all the answer$. Corporate management must still 
' - . . 

exercise judgment and draw on its · experience. 

Depth interviewing involves the use of sophisticated skills in manipulating 

people • . -A loosely structu;red. indirect que$tioning approach is used. 

•. The interviewer· is give.n a: Uat of the areas to be ~overed in the interview. 
' ' . •,:, I • ,•, , / , 

. (This_· .list was ··dEfvf.}ppe~ffrom· the analyaie 0£ the group· 1nt·e~iewal and 
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.· ,\ 

\,::1._:,. ·. 

. . -~ ',. ·: . . ' 
. f • ~ •. • 
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, .. .;, 

£.om c:on£erences with management. ) The interviewer must cover 

every area on the list in each interview. However,· the order in 
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which thes.e areas are to be covered need not be the same from interview 

to interview. · In other words, the direction or 11£10\V" of -each interview 

should· come £rom the respondent, 

The ilucc:ess (01.• failure) of this type of interviewing is completely 

dependent upon the skill of the interviewer, that i,, upon the type of · 

, · ra.pport he establishes 3.1).d upon his ability to guide the· interview into 

and through the channels in which· he is interested. · This he must do by 

, taking his cue a for probing from the respondent's statements. All 

.Probes must be indirect. (Direct questions lead, they do not guide. ) 

,· All state~ents . made by the respondents shOulQ be drawn out until not 

only what the respondent says, .but also what he means. feelst thinks, 

is clear and apparent to anyone re~ding the interviews aft_er they have 

been written up and delivered to the Researeh Director. 

Probes are cornm~nts . or leading rem;arks that are helpful in drawing 

out meanings and feelings. The intel".viewer uses them whenever necessary. 

If after using probe~ of the type listed bel'ow, " if the interviewer £eels 

he still does not have th~ fuU sense. of what thei re.spOJtdent was trying to 
I 1, ' • \ 

express, he may then bnp,rovise ·addl~ional probes. always keeping 
' / {· · 

them indirect • . ~nmples of ·good pro~.~-:~,.,a-;-~..; : 

"How do _you £eel about that? ~~t· makes yo~ feel t~t .way?'·~ · 
' ,· ·' 

"What does tha.t mean to you?•• . 

u Anything else? u 

•'Could you tell mQ a little m.ore •al;>out that? u 

.uoh?II. I ; ,t 1· ·, 

YHow· is that?" ·· I •• 

"'Really?" ·. .• , 

I ' 

,!,-

/• .. . .. 

•· ;''In what .ways?":_• .,, . 

. \ ·. ·! 
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When the interviewer is jotting down his notes during the interview, he 

.marks an (X) to indicate that he probed at that point. The use of probes. 

and what follows, is often an indication of the skill of the interviewex-. 

Depth interviews should be conducted in a conversational, rather "folksy" 
• ' • • ' : I • 

tone. The pace will differ from respondent to respondent. Under no 

circumstances should a respondent be rushed, or pushed. Qlib, pat, · 

superficial statements or answers_ to questions are of no value. and 

the Director of Research will require that . such: inte:rvie~s be redone. 

All interviews -are recorded verbatim. 

Interviewers are usually paid on a per-interview basis, and .are ·employees 
\ ', 

of survey houses who do work for many research directors. Ciood depth 

_ interviews, by the time the costs of overhead and of analysis and 

supervision a:re -added, will cost at least $Z0. 00 or more to the 

corporation seeking marketing informat.ion • 

The following· are excerpts from some actual depth interviews: 

Interview with a longsho~eman, a.ge 44, married Z3 years. has two 
, childr

1
en. 

. I . 

Beer • • • It's relaxation. that's all X You gonna write all that down X 
I don't know, just killing time X Well, you se~, I don't know how 
exactly • " • a beer in my mind its a l<ind 0£ relaxation • • • when I 
got nothing to-do I ·go have a beer or a short whiskey X for instance 
other _p\jople go play golf or fish, · these other things, well, I don't have 
.time for that, I go have a beer o;r a short whiskey X yea, that is when 
I'm not working X Well I'll tell you, you really want to know? Well. 
for breakfast I have two cups of coffee and two shots ·of whiskey and 
beer • • • that's my breakfast X Well a.t noon, I have two shots and eat 
something, that's my dinner X Oh I eat at .a tavern X Down on the docka, 
they have no breakfast at the hall ·X Boy, watching you write, you 
writing all this down, how can you write so muc.h X {At ~h~t;J po_in~, 
for the next fifteen minutes of the interview, the respondent wandered 

· off into personal remini:~~ences, w~1lth were all included in the interview 
report, but are of little value in this ·paper.). No, my daughter doesn't 
drink at all, no, she doesn't smoke or drin...lt X Oh,. well. she's not 
against it, she just _doesn't touch anything X Now her husband, i! he · 
get$ ·his certain type of bee·r, he will drink a beer now and then, but its 
got to be his certain type 0£ beer X He's twenty•three in Octobeir X Just 
got out of the Army X • • •• 

I 
i 
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Beer • • • oh it's habit :forming X~X I've been drinking it £or so many 
years. oh it's nearly_ a disease, yes it's :refreshii:ig all right, kir..da a 
time killer, you more or less crave it • • • oh t•m not one of those 
fellows who have to have it even in the morning, but you know what I 
mean • • • _X In. my type of work, I'm a printer • • • l'm on my feet all 
the day,· I do . Uie work, and s1:1pervise . the others.. an~ do tr~e· bookkeeping, 
and watch out for everything, it1 s a small shop in town,· I'm kinda the 
manag·er, and then I'm on the nervou·s side, you k~ow, at lunch, instead 

. 0£ just having lunch lik~ a normal fellow. I like to come i.n to the tavern 
down by where I work, and sit down and have three or _£our beers during 
the luncp.' hour, to relax. · $0 I can go back and £inish out the rest 0£ the 
d~y ~ .. .. , • . other than that, oh I don't know well .. XX Oh I do an awful lot of 

; · fisl:rlng, ·but I never dri;nk whe:q I'm in a boat, oh no. not at all, I've got 
. : to~ much· respect for the_ water, you lose your sense '?f balance if you 

drink too · much, no I've too . much .respect for it ·• . • ·• I know when I 
reach the limit • • • but on the other hand, as . so.on as · 1 giet out of the 
boat, boy .• I can drink it as fast as they make it, but of course that's 
just myselt the way I am X Wife? no, oh no, ·she doesn't ·drink beer, no,· 
oh she takes a sip sor ... 1.etimes, from my glass, or a few cocktails, but 
that' a about it, nothing special XX The people that I know don't indulge 
in alcohol • ~ • oh I ask them ii they want a beer• you know you never 
know unless you ask and find out • • • it• s the courtesy of the host to 
ask and they usually say, if they don't want any. "Well go ahead, don't 
mind me," but that doesn't bother me. if they don't drink, you ask me, 
I do it anyway. I just .si.t dowri and open one for myself, whether they do 

· .or not ••• of course I'm with friends mostly. like I say, X anyone you 
would not drink with •• -. no I don't think I know a;nyone I wouldn't drink · 
beer with X my £amily, my mother enjoys beer as · m\tch as I · do •••• 

From ca1•eful analysis of some sixty interviews such as this, each 

interview covering several single•1paced pages 0£ typescript, the 

director 0£ resea1·ch ·0£ a brewery in the Pacific Northwest prepared 

the following swnma:ry for management: , 

"Beer in the Northwest appears to operate in .an aura o! moral permissive• .. 
. ' ' . ·•'-:?-~ ,,, ... ,,,,·,-1.n, _ 

ness, i.e •• con_sumers seen'l to equate the drinking 0£ any alcoholic . · ..... ; 
beverage with ·,sin•. While beer (perhaps because it is considered to ,,~~;,ll.•,1•;,i,W~ 

I . . ..... ,.,.' f ·• Vi l;''' 

be less in alcoholic .content) is considered less sinful than hard liquor, 
it _does, nevertheles·s, tend to have the connotation:oi being 'morally bad'. 

.. , '-!As a corollary to this, beer tends to be, .seen as a masculine. dr,ink • . It 
is associated .with masculine activities, and consumers tend to claim 
men :·b.uy:· it.. This iu not to oay that consumers do no~ recognize that 
w omen drink it . . However. ', there appears to be some reluctance to admit 

that women dQ drinl( or buy 1t. 

... '. ' '· 
. I 
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11 Beer tends to be considered an informal, casual, sociable, friendly, 
prosaic beverage. It is a beverage conswned for the sake ·of sociability 
at informal functions such as parties, picnics, · etc. It is also a 
beverage that is served to friends who 'drop in' and it is a beverage 
people consume at home when they may be just 'passing the evening'. 
It is also seen as a beverage which helps fill one's lonely hours, · i. e. • 
'a friend1-•at taverns. 

"Beer is not s.een aa the beverage one drinks to 'get high' 11 To accompllah 
this purpose, one drinks bard liquor. 

"Beer tends to be conceived of aa the drink for relaxation. Relaxation, 
to the consumer way of thinking, appears to have many definitions•• 
e.g., rewarding rest after physical exertion, short pause to escape 
the day's occupation, long evening to escape one's preoccupations, etc. 

"To the consumer way of thinking, beer should have 'quality' 11 Consumers 
appear to have difficulty defining what they mean by 'quality' 11 To some, 
it means I consistency', •not flat', 'not green'. Others seem to feel 
it means n1ore than a characteristic in the product per se, but cannot 
explain it. The closest they ·seem ablJ to come ' ••• just somethi.ng .••• 
maybe it!.s j ju:st a feeling ••• but it should be there. rn 

After he has submitted the results of his depth interviews to manage• 

ment. a series of conferences will bA held with sales executives to 

plot the ma.:.dcotirlg strategy of the corporation, . and then with the 

advertising executives and the advertising agency to develop the packaging 

and advertising programs. At ,ome points in this process. there 

usually appears the need for more specific, detailed information. This 

is obtained through quantitative £actual interviewa., of the more widely 

known ttquestionnaire" type. 

The Director of Research will usually prepare a trial draft of his 

questionnaire, and try it out twenty or thirty times. often personally, 

before releasing it to the interviewers of the aurvey house. He will 

also work with the sur•,ey house in developing a statistically balanced 

sampie of the population to be interviewed, and in preparing very 
. I . 

specific instructions to the interviewers on how to find the people to 

be interviewed. · · For a regional survey, usually six or seven hundred · 

interviews will be sufficient; for a nationwide study. several thousand 

interviews •may .be needed. For thia type of interviewing, · much lea a 

I 
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skill, and less time per interview, are required, so the cost is much 

-lower. The big problem is usually in getting the sample properly 

balanced. It is customary to have a supervisor in the survey house 

follow up on the instructions given to the interviewer to be sure that he 

has not turned in "curbstone i~terviews", that is, . imaginary int~rviewa 

made up to sav.e time and work. The survey resulta are often tabulated 

by punch-card methods £or convenience • . · 

The Research Director has two special problems in his relationship 

with the other executive.a of the corporation, problems which ·tend to 

color hie report& and determine the form ·Of his defenses in the intercine 

war known as the struggle for status within the corporation. On the one 

· hand, the top management 0£ the company, being themselves quite out 

of touch with the consumer, .often tend to take the reports of the Research 

Director as gospel, placing too much credence in his judgment, and 

failing to ask the probing questions which only the executives with the 

final responsibility can ask. On the other hand. the sales executives, 

steeped in the lore of their trade and meeting retailers (and . ~qµietlme~ 

customer.a) every·:day, feel sure that . they know all the answers, and 

that all this research i~ quite unnecessary •· •• all that b needed is a 

' bigger budget for salesmen and for expense accounta I 

A skillful research directo:r can by his contribution to management' a 

knowledge of the market add the es·sentlal facts needed for planning 

effective marketing action. His techniques .and skills, hia intuition 

and inventiveness, hil judgment and intelligence, have only been hinted 

at in this a ect1on. 

.... 
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SECTION Ill. A Question 

This paper bas described the intense effort that an .American manufac• 

turer must undertake shnply to learn enough abo:~t ihe . co~·sumer to be 
. ' ' 

able, . in paekaging and advertising, to manipulate the conswner' a retail 

·purchases to the manu:facturer•·a advant-age • . Through this discussion, 

there has bee~ no question of making a better. product. There .le no 

thought ot ·t:reating _a significant product .dif~er~n·ce·. For moat consumer 

products, from soap to cigarette.s, from beer, to baking powder•· the . 

consumer . real~r cannot. tell ,.the :difference., a~d. so the battl.e for sales 

must be w.age~ l.n .~;h.e mind 0£,the consum~:r. . 

ls all this ma.nl:pulation, thought so essential to American free enterprise, 

really necessary? Is there no other way to keep our economy going? 

Is there no other way for free competition . ~o operate? And when 

these techniques are turned to the serv!ce· of the politician, of the office 

seeker, of "the power elite" ei what then? What happens to democracy? 

To £ree governme.nt? 

The only defense against such manipulation, the · only weapon the consumer 

has against the competing manufacturers, the only tool he has to insure 

that product•differencea do begin. to reappear, is ·a· growing sophistication. 

an increasing awareness of the ways, · a ·nd the degree. to which he as 
' . 

a consumer is. in _fact manipulated. But .. ·then,. this is true_ of so many 

aspects 0£ democracy, which works beat only·wlien ·eodety is made up 

of intellig_ent,. educated lndi~l~uala. .. ' ' I . I\.~( " ! ,, .' ,' . ' . 
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